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8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS TAIWAN ISLANDS MOUNTAINS AND ATTRACTIONS (SIC)
MIN 2 TO GO (DEPART EVERY SATURDAY)

ITINERARY
Day 1 SAT Departure✈Taipei
HOTEL: Banqiao Golden Age Hotel or similar
Upon arrival, transfer to Taipei County- After check in, free at own leisure.
Day 2 SUN Taipei-Hualien (B/L)
HOTEL: Jin Cai Homestay or similar
Jiufen～Suhua highway～Taroko National Park～Jiuqudong Trail～Eternal Spring Shrine～Dongdamen
Night Market
Jiufen street: once abandoned after the mountain to dig gold, for the movie "City of Sadness" and once
again flourishing, becoming the longest one of Taiwan's most lively streets, a variety of souvenirs,
souvenirs and snacks, attract large numbers of tourists up the mountain shopping Do not miss the famous
snack - taro round nine.
Taroko National Park: Taroko is famous for its spectacular mountains and marble canyons. Cliffs and
canyons stretch along Liwu River. Four million years ago, the island of Taiwan was formed by the collision
of plates. After millions of years of wind erosion, the marble rocks were exposed and cut by Liwu River,
creating impressive grand canyons.
Eternal Spring Shrine: Spring water adjacent by the Eternal Spring Shine ( Changchun Temple) flows all
year round, and the Highway Bureau named it after "Changchun Falls." It is now scenic spot with special
significance on the Central Cross-Island Highway.
Day 3 MON Hualian-Taitung (B/L/D)
HOTEL: Naruwan Inn or similar
Chihsing Tan Scenic Area～Farglory Ocean Park～Tropic of Cancer～Water Goes Up～Hot Spring (Bring
your own swimsuit and swimming cap)

T&C apply. Itinerary may vary on
actual tour.

行程或依当地实际情况做出适当调整.
Latest updated on 27Dec2019.
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Chihsing Tan Scenic Area: The beach there has an elegant arch shape. The seawater there is clean and
blue. The black stones there are crystal. From here visitors can see the great green mountains afar and
the twisting highways.
Farglory Ocean Park: Farglory Ocean Park Hualien, Taiwan is now quite famous Ocean Park. 10 kinds of
features at Ocean Park Ocean Village, Kaiyukan, shark aquarium, sea lions ecological park, ecological park
dolphin, dolphins swim pool, sea lions feeding pool, street carnivals, water parks, machinery park,
children's kingdom, Fantasy Crystal Castle theme park, visitors can see a variety of strange this precious
marine, and see wonderful exquisite, sea lions and dolphins surf applauded the show, is a vivid, rich tourist
paradise.
Tropic of Cancer: Tropic of Cancer is the northern hemisphere summer sun direct furthest distance from
the equator, tropical and temperate regions segmentation important landmark line.
Day 4 TUE Taitung-Kaohsiung (B/L)
HOTEL: Zhao Lai Hotel or similar
Meinong Hakka Village ~ Fo Guang Shan ~ Dragon and Tiger Twin Towers ~ Golden Vigor Castle ~
Xinjujiang Night Market
Meinong Hakka Village: Meinong Hakka Cultural Museum is located as a local landmark. It has the
important mission of the preservation of Hakka culture and heritage. Thrifty hard Hakka traditional virtues
and spirit is revealed.
Fo Guang Shan: Here you will find the Buddhist center of South Taiwan, established my Master Hsing Yun
and his disciples. The architecture of the temples is very characteristic, and at the southeastern side of Fo
Gunag Mountain (Gunag Shan) Monastery the most prominent landmark of the region is found: a huge
golden statue of Buddha Amitaabha which measures some 120 meters.
Dragon and Tiger Twin Towers: Kaohsiung famous scenic spot,and the dragon tower was quite
characteristic of the cultural construction of the temple, you can walk into the dragon tower, I remember,
"the dragon throat,the jaws of death" for their own good luck
Xinjujiang Night Market: Young people, new fashion, recreation, shopping and dining all collide at New
Juejiang, which is rapidly sucking in new businesses to become Kaohsiung's biggest shopping destination.
New Juejiang is the place to go in southern Taiwan for imported goods and chic attire, much of it arriving
in step with debuts in the fashion capitals of the world.
Day 5 WED Kaohsiung-Chiayi (B/L/D)
HOTEL: Alishan Gou Hotel or similar
Forever Bridge ~ Fen Chi Lake Lunch Box ~ Alishan Forest Park ~ Sisters Pond ~ Shouzhen Temple
Alishan Forest Park: Alishan is very famous for the sunrise view and the cloud ocean. The clouds are so
dense and thick that the mountaintops appear like islands on the cloud ocean. The best time to watch the
cloud season is autumn and visitors can go to Ziyun Temple, Alishan Hotel, Alishan Rail Station, Zaoping
Park and the first parking lot.
Day 6 THU Chiayi-Taichung (B/L)
HOTEL: Miller Inn or similar
SUN moon Lake ~ Wenwu Temple Observation Deck ~ Fengjia Night Market
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SUN moon Lake: The SUN Moon Lake, located in the middle of Taiwan, with an elevation of 748 meters
above sea level, is the only natural big lake in Taiwan. The southern part of Lalu Island is shaped like a new
moon, and the northern part is shaped like a sun; hence the name SUN Moon Lake.
Wen-Wu Temple: Located in the northern waist, dedicated to Confucius (Wen-sheng), Yue Fei and Guan
Yu (Wu Sheng), named after temples built along the mountain. The temple consisted of three sections,
colored golden-yellow, is a typical northern China styled momentum.
Fengjia Night Market: It is one of Taichung's famous commercial business districts, covering
approximately one kilometer in diameter around Feng Chia University and includes the Fengjia-Wenhua
Night Market, Fengjia Rd., and Fuxing Rd. In this CBD, you can find delicious snack foods and quality clothes
at reasonable prices to express your unique personality.
Day 7 FRI Taichung-Taipei (B/L)
HOTEL: Onetel or similar
National Palace Museum~Taipei 101(Observatory fee own expenses) ~ Taiwan Presidential Office ~
Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall ~ Ximending ~Shihlin Night Market
National Palace Museum : One of the world's four major museums, with the reputation of "the treasure
house of Chinese culture", contains the world's most invaluable Chinese art treasures, covering 5,000
years of Chinese history, with a collection of nearly 700,000 pieces, and Taiwan must see museums.
Taipei 101 Shopping Mall: Taipei 101 with height of 508 meters is a new landmark in Taipei. This building
is an integration of the classical Oriental culture and Taiwan local characteristics offering elegant and
spacious shopping space within the shopping center.
CKS Memorial Hall: Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall was built to commemorate the late President Chiang
Kai-shek. It is a popular resort which activities, gatherings and wedding photography seen all the time
and it is a place that foreign tourists have to visit.
Ximending : Here is a collection of all the favorite of the young people nowadays including movies,
fashion, popular collectables, tattoos, international cuisine, idol singer autograph ... Ximending becomes
teenagers new paradise.
Day 8 SAT Taipei Sweet Home (B)
After breakfast, you are free at leisure till your departure transfer to Taoyuan C.K.S. Airport. Home Sweet
Home!
SHOPPING STOP ： Traditional Aboriginal Product, Tianlu Art Center, Pearl, Tea

TWIN
1425

PRICE PER PERSON PER PACKAGE (MYR)
SINGLE SUPP
CHILD WITH BED
CHILD NO BED
750
1140
855

TIPPING
125

*Black out period: CNY (20-28 Jan 2020)
INCLUSION
 Accommodation on TWIN SHARING BASIS
 Meal arrangement as per itinerary stated
 Transfer services on sharing basis as per itinerary stated

T&C apply. Itinerary may vary on
actual tour.
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Mandarin speaking guide or driver cum guide

EXCLUSION
 All international & domestic flights, taxes & fees
 Peak season surcharge (if applicable)
 Tipping for local tour guide / driver
 Travel insurance & visa application (if applicable)
 Beverages consumed during meal
 Porterages & any other services/items not mentioned
IMPORTANT NOTES
 Above rates in MYR are applicable for Malaysia Market and based on minimum 2 adults
travelling.
 All rates are subject to change without prior notice in the event of drastic fuel charges /
currency fluctuation.
 Itinerary is subject to change without prior notice in accordance to local requirement.
 Any unutilized services are non-refundable / non-transferable and will be forfeited.
 Full cancellation charge will be liable for no-show, late cancellation/amendment.
 Reservation is subject to availability upon request.
 Booking Period: 1 Jan 2020 – 25 Dec 2020
 Tour Code: FTT7C (GV2-8D20006A)
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